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ABSTRACT

This project uses a custom polarimeter to measure the polarization of light we
receive from stars. Most bright stars emit unpolarized radiation, so measuring non-zero
polarization is significant. Even highly polarized stars only have degrees of polarization
around five percent. Polarized light from a star may mean 1) the star is actually a binary
system, 2) the star has a significant magnetic field, or 3) the star has some other feature or
variability that is atypical of the majority of bright stars. A polarimeter is used to measure
polarization. As the Jordan Observatory did not have a polarimeter, the project began by
designing and constructing an instrument to suit our purposes. The polarimeter needed to
be small enough to fit unobtrusively on a telescope and have the precision necessary to
measure stellar polarization. The polarimeter was designed, and parts were ordered for its
construction. Code was written to work with the polarimeter. This code calculated
polarization using the intensities of images taken at different orientations of the
instrument. The performance of the polarimeter was investigated, and it proved to be a
promising tool for measuring stellar polarization.
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INTRODUCTION

Light is an electromagnetic wave. A light wave consists of an electric field and a
magnetic field. These fields oscillate perpendicular to each other as sinusoidal waves.
The direction the electric field oscillates in is the direction of polarization. This can be
any direction in the plane orthogonal to the direction of travel. If a light wave’s electric
field always oscillates along one direction, the light wave is linearly polarized. If the
direction of oscillation traces out a helix as the light wave propagates, then the light wave
is circularly polarized. Often, polarized light is a combination of these two types.
Stars are often unpolarized. This means that, despite each individual light ray
having some polarization, there is no net polarization across all the light rays a star emits.
Hence, a non-zero polarization is an indicator that the star has some atypical property that
may be worth further investigation. One reason a star might have some net polarization is
if the star has an unusual magnetic field. Light rays emitted by a star in the presence of a
strong magnetic field will have some polarization signature. Binary star systems are also
a common cause of polarization. This polarization comes from light scattered in
circumstellar clouds, as well as small amounts of light from one star reflecting off the
other [1]. A polarimeter is useful for investigating such effects in stars.
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THEORY

Optical Elements
To measure polarization, a typical polarimeter uses two optical elements. The first
is a retarder, which can change the direction of polarization. A common retarder is a
wave plate. Wave plates are made from birefringent materials. A birefringent material has
different indices of refraction for different orientations of light, so the polarization of
incident light matters. A wave plate has two axes: a fast axis and a slow axis. Because the
axes have different refractive indices, light polarized along the fast axis travels through
the wave plate faster than light polarized along the slow axis. A wave plate delays light
polarized along its slow axis by either half of a wavelength or a quarter of a wavelength
relative to light polarized along its fast axis. These two types of wave plates are called
half wave plates and quarter wave plates. Half wave plates are generally used to measure
linear polarization, while quarter wave plates are used to measure circular polarization.
Hence, most polarimeters only measure either linear or circular polarization. The
polarimeter for this project measures linear polarization and utilizes a half wave plate.
Light waves are sinusoidal. Delaying a sinusoidal wave by half of its wavelength
is equivalent to inverting it. This means that the half wave plate flips one component of
the polarization of the light. This is shown on the next page in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Visualization of Half Wave Plate

Figure 1 shows two blue polarization vectors that initially have the same angle.
One blue vector enters a half wave plate at 0° (top two diagrams in Figure 1), the other
enters a half wave plate at 30° from the vertical axis (bottom pair of diagrams in Figure
1). These different orientations of the half wave plates mean that the red and green
components of the blue vectors are different. The green vector points along the slow axis
of each half wave plate and is delayed half a wavelength. It is flipped across the fast axis,
resulting in a new blue polarization vector. Both blue vectors still have the same
magnitude, but as a result of the half wave plate orientations, they point in different
directions.
The second element of a typical polarimeter is a polarizer. A basic standard
polarizing filter only allows light polarized along one direction to pass through it, but
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many polarizers, such as the Wollaston prism used for this project, separate out light
polarized in two orthogonal directions. These two orthogonal directions will be called the
vertical and horizontal directions, and they separate out horizontally polarized light and
vertically polarized light. Like a wave plate, a Wollaston prism is made of a birefringent
material. Light polarized along the vertical axis is deflected slightly downward, while
horizontally polarized light is deflected slightly upwards. The separation of these two
beams varies based on the specific Wollaston prism design, but is on the scale of 1°. A
camera is then used to measure the intensity of the two beams of light, and these
intensities are used to determine the relative magnitudes of the components of the
polarization of the light.
When unpolarized light goes through a polarizing filter, 50% of the light passes
through, regardless of the orientation of the filter. Similarly, when unpolarized light
passes through a Wollaston prism, it separates evenly between the beams. Because stars
are only partially polarized, this means that the components determined by measuring the
intensities of two beams separated by the prism are not enough to determine the star’s
polarization. Some unknown amount of the light is unpolarized and has divided evenly
between the beams. An unknown value would need to be subtracted off each of the
components.
This problem is solved by rotating either the polarizer or the retarder. For this
instrument, the retarder was rotated. By changing the angle between the polarizer and
retarder, the magnitudes of the polarization components change. The direction and
percentage of polarization can be determined by comparing these changes.
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Stokes Parameters
To quantify polarization, Stokes parameters are used. Stokes parameters are often
represented as a column vector S. Different variables are used for each parameter in
different textbooks and papers. This paper follows the same convention as Clarke [2];

,

(1)

where I is the total intensity of the beam, Q is the intensity of linearly polarized light in
the vertical direction, U is the intensity of linearly polarized light at 45° from the vertical
axis, and V is the intensity of circularly polarized light. This means that for unpolarized
light, Q, U, and V are all zero. Then, for linearly polarized light, V is zero, and for
circularly polarized light, Q and U are zero. This project only aims to measure linearly
polarized light, so the V parameter is not calculated.
When light travels through a polarizer or retarder, its Stokes vector changes. This
change can be described by a 4x4 matrix [2]. For the half wave plate, this matrix is

.

(2)

For a rotated half wave plate, the matrix must be rotated into the half wave plate’s
reference frame, then back into the normal reference frame. The matrix then becomes
,

(3)

where α is the angle by which the half wave plate is rotated, which is measured from the
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vertical axis. The matrix [Rot(φ)], where φ is any angle, is the rotation matrix given by

.

(4)

The Wollaston prism separates horizontally and vertically polarized light. This
means it simultaneously acts as a horizontal and vertical polarizer. The transformation
matrix of a horizontal linear polarizer is

,

(5)

and the transformation matrix of a vertical linear polarizer is

.

(6)

With these matrices, the Stokes parameters of the upper (horizontally polarized)
spot measured by the camera can be described as

,
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(7)

and the lower (vertically polarized) spot is described as

.

(8)

where I’, Q’, U’, and V’ are the changed Stokes parameters. By multiplying the matrices
on the right side together, (7) and (8) become

,

(9)

.

(10)

The camera can only measure I’, so pulling those equations out of (9) and (10) gives

,

(11)

.

(12)

By carefully selecting angles, these equations can be simplified further. As there are three
unknowns (I, Q, and U), at least three equations will be needed to solve for them.
Consider y = sin(x). This function is zero when x = 0°, so selecting 4α = 0° will eliminate
the sine terms from (11) and (12). Similarly, y = cos(x) is zero when x = 90°, so selecting
4α = 90° would eliminate the cosine terms from (11) and (12). Hence, measurements can
be taken when the half wave plate is at the two angles 0° and 22.5° to get four simple
equations.
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These equations are:

,

(13)

,

(14)

,

(15)

.

(16)

These equations can then be rearranged to find values for I, Q, and U

,
,

(17)
(18)

.

(19)

Equation 17 takes the average value of I calculated with the intensities measured at 0°
and those measured at 22.5°. Q and U can then be normalized to q and u by

,

(20)

.

(21)
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The degree of polarization, p, is then given by
,

(22)

and the angle of polarization, 𝜁, is given by

.

(23)
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DESIGN

The polarimeter was initially designed so that when light came into the
polarimeter from the telescope, it would pass through a lens to collimate it before going
through the retarder and polarizer. It would then pass through another lens that would
focus the light into the camera. These two lenses were generously provided by Dr.
Samuel Hess’ Lab. Given that he is using lenses for his own research, however, there
were limitations on what lenses were available for this project. To focus collimated light
into the camera, the polarimeter would need a lens with a focal length of at least 80mm.
The lens that was acquired has a focal length of 70mm. This was then adjusted for in the
placement of the first lens in relation to the telescope, which has a focal length of
25.4mm. If the first lens does not fully collimate the light passing through it, then the
point to which the second lens focuses the light can be extended. Figure 2 below shows
this change, with blue spots denoting the points where the light is focused.

Figure 2: Initial and Adjusted Lens Design
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The retarder chosen for this polarimeter was an achromatic half wave plate from
Thorlabs (AHWP05M-580). An achromatic plate was chosen so that a broad range of
wavelengths could be used. This half wave plate retards light in the 350-850nm range
nearly evenly, so it is good for the entire visual spectrum (about 400-750nm). The half
wave plate was mounted in a rotation stage. To ensure the wave plate would fit securely
in the rotation stage, the rotation stage was also purchased from Thorlabs (CRM1LT).
This rotation stage has 360° rotation and can be locked at specific angles.
A Wollaston prism was selected as the polarizing element. A polarizer that
separated two orthogonal beams would give two intensity measurements for each camera
image. This was desirable because the angle of the half wave plate would need to be
changed manually, so minimizing the number of angles it would need to be turned to was
important. After comparing other designs by Bailey [3], Topasna [4], and Wolfe [5], a
Wollaston prism was chosen over other such polarizers for two reasons. First, it only
separated the two orthogonally polarized beams by a small amount. The Wollaston prism
selected from Thorlabs (WPM10) has a separation angle of 1°. In contrast, a Glan-Taylor
polarizer has a separation of over 90°, so the beams would need to be captured by
multiple cameras. The second point was availability. A Wollaston prism was cheaper and
easier to purchase than, for example, a Savart plate, which would have had a similar
beam separation distance.
As the retarder, rotation stage, and polarizer would all be purchased from
Thorlabs, the cage system for the polarimeter was as well. The cage system consists of
four 4” metal rods, two lens tubes (1” and 2”), two cage plates, and retaining rings. The
rotation stage and cage plates slid onto the metal bars; the rotation stage between the two
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cage plates. The first cage plate held the 1” lens tube, which in turn housed the 25.4mm
focal length lens. This lens tube was also intended to slide into a telescope where an
eyepiece would. The rotation stage held the half wave plate. The second cage plate held
the 2” lens tube, which housed the Wollaston prism and the 70mm focal length lens. The
lenses and Wollaston prism were held in place inside the lens tubes using the retaining
rings. The 2” lens tube was then used to connect the polarimeter to the camera. A
complete schematic of the polarizer is shown approximately to scale next to a photo of
the instrument in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Complete Polarimeter Design

The camera for this project was generously provided by Dr. Michael Mason’s
Lab. It is an AmScope camera, model MU900. Connecting this camera to the polarimeter
presented more of a challenge than was expected. There were no simple adapters between
the camera’s threads and the lens tube’s threads. With the aid of Dr. Mason, a pair of
12

adapters was found that worked. These are shown separated in Figure 4 and connected in
Figure 5. The first adapter matched the threads of the polarimeter, and the second adapter
matched the thread of the camera. The first adapter then slid into the second adapter and
was secured with a set screw. However, these adapters were bulky, totaling about three
inches in length. This distance is what the second lens in the system needs to focus over.

Figure 4: Camera Adapters

Figure 5: Polarimeter to Camera Connection
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Connecting the polarimeter to the telescope also presented some unexpected
issues. A standard telescope eyepiece is 1.25” in diameter. The lens tube of the
polarimeter is 1.1875” in diameter. This is only a difference of one sixteenth of an inch.
However, that sixteenth of an inch is crucial to holding an eyepiece (or polarimeter)
straight and secure in the telescope. Initially, the polarimeter was very loose in the
telescope, and nearly impossible to get lined up straight. It tilted so that it was not aligned
with the light coming through the telescope. Small telescopes tend to only have one set
screw to hold an eyepiece in place, and this was enough to push the polarimeter off axis.
This meant that even if the angle of the polarimeter was lined up, the image was not
centered and part of it got cut off. These issues were fixed rather simply by adding strips
of tape to the lens tube at three points. Each point was approximately 120° from the other
two, so that contact points were created that mimicked a three set screw design for
holding an eyepiece in place. This was enough to create a snug and secure fit with a small
telescope.
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RESULTS

The polarimeter was tested in a controlled setting. As shown in Figure 6 below,
the polarimeter was set up to measure light from an incandescent bulb. To prevent the
brightness of the bulb from overwhelming the polarimeter and camera, a piece of
cardboard with a pinhole in it was placed in front of the bulb. An incandescent bulb emits
completely unpolarized light, so a polarizing filter was used to polarize the light going
into the polarimeter. Light was emitted from the incandescent bulb, traveled through the
cardboard pinhole, polarizing filter, and polarimeter, and was measured by the camera.

Figure 6: Diagram of Test Setup

Because there was no telescope in this set up, the light going into the polarimeter
was already collimated. Hence, the first lens in the polarimeter, which narrows the beam
of light from the telescope, was unnecessary. This did mean that the 70mm focal length
lens could not focus all light into the camera lens, however, by placing the polarimeter
and camera such that the 70mm focal length lens was approximately 25” from the
pinhole, the image was focused.
First Test
The first image taken using the test set up did not use the polarizing filter, and
simply measured the unpolarized light. The two spots of orthogonally polarized light seen
15

by the camera are the same intensity, as shown in the left image of Figure 6. The
polarizing filter was then added into the setup, and it polarized the light to about 20° from
the vertical axis. Images were captured at the two orientations of the half wave plate that
would be used to calculate the partial polarization of a star, 0° and 22.5°. The middle and
right images in Figure 6 show the images taken at 0° and 22.5° respectively. When the
half wave plate was rotated 0°, almost all the light was polarized in the vertical direction
and was directed to the lower spot. At 22.5°, less light was vertically polarized than at 0°,
but still more than was horizontally polarized.

Figure 7: Pinhole Imaged with Polarimeter

This test proved that the polarimeter does work as designed; rotating the half
wave plate changed the direction of polarization, and the Wollaston prism subsequently
divided the light in different ratios. However, this test was unable to be used to test how
polarization is calculated. Even with the cardboard pinhole, the camera was
oversaturated. The brighter spot in both images taken with the polarizing filter had a
maximum intensity of 255, the maximum measurement the camera could make. The
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brighter spot in the middle image should have a greater intensity than that in the right
image, but the camera was unable to measure the difference. However, this should not be
a problem when measuring stars, because distant stars are not as bright as nearby
incandescent bulbs.
Second Test
Using the same setup, the polarizing filter was set to 0° so that the light entering
the polarimeter was completely vertically polarized. The exposure of the camera was
decreased to 22ms to prevent the oversaturation of the camera that occurred in the first
test. Images were captured with the half wave at different orientations, starting at 0° and
increasing in 10° increments to 90° measured from the vertical axis. These images are
collected in Figure 8 below. Additional images were taken at 22.5°, 45°, and 67.7°.
Recall that the upper spot is horizontally polarized light, and the lower spot is vertically
polarized light.

Figure 8: Camera Images as Half Wave Plate Ranges from 0° to 90°

Figure 8 shows how the intensity of each spot changes as angle changes. Even
before measuring the pixel intensity of the spots, there are clear trends as the intensity of
the spots increase and decrease. The maximum pixel values for the spots in each image,
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including the three images not included in Figure 8, were measured. These values are
collected in Table 1.

Angle of Half Wave Plate (°) Horizontal Spot Intensity Vertical Spot Intensity
0

1

198

10

24

185

20

91

151

22.5

117

140

30

138

71

40

168

4

45

168

1

50

162

9

60

143

85

67.5

107

138

70

87

159

80

18

199

90

1

208

Table 1: Maximum Pixel Values of Horizontal and Vertical Spots

Plotting these values using MATLAB gives us two curves, shown in Figure 9 on
the following page. Both the curve for the horizontally polarized light and the curve for
the vertically polarized light appear sinusoidal. One looks like a sine while the other
looks like a cosine, although this is dependent on the starting orientation of the half wave
plate as well as the direction of polarization going into the half wave plate.
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Figure 9: Maximum Pixel Values of Horizontal and Vertical Spots vs Angle of the Half Wave Plate

Unlike the first test, this test did not oversaturate the camera, so it can be used to
test the code written to calculate the degree of polarization. The code calculates the
degree of polarization of this light to be 87%.
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DISCUSSION

The second test used completely vertically polarized light. The normalized Stokes
vector for completely vertically polarized light is given as

.
Recall Equations 11 and 12:

,

(11)

.

(12)

Plugging the values of I, Q, and U for vertically polarized light into (11) and (12) and
plotting them as functions of the angle α gives how the intensities of the horizontally and
vertically polarized spots change as the angle of the half wave plate changes. Figure 10
on the following page shows Equations 11 and 12 plotted as a function of α. This figure
was generated in MATLAB.
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Figure 10: Measured Normalized Intensities of Vertically Polarized Light vs the Orientation of the Half
Wave Plate

Figure 9 and Figure 10 both show the same trends. For example, the vertically
polarized spot has maximums when the half wave plate is oriented at 0° and 90°.
Physically, this is because in both cases, the direction of polarization of the light is
aligned with one of the half wave plate’s axes. At 0°, the direction of polarization is
aligned with the plate’s fast axis, and it is unchanged as it passes through. At 90°, the
direction of polarization is aligned with the slow axis. The component along the slow axis
is flipped, but because everything is along the slow axis, this does not change the
direction of polarization because everything is flipped. Mathematically, this is because
the argument inside the sine and cosine functions in Equations 11 and 12 are 4α, and the
angle 4*0° is equal to the angle 4*90°, so the polarimeter shows the same response at
these angles.
The code calculated the degree of polarization of the vertically polarized light in
the second test to be 87%. This value should be 100%, because a polarizing filter should
completely polarize light. The code can be tested with the ideal values the polarimeter
should measure for vertically polarized light. These values can be found by plugging in I,
21

Q, U, α = 0°, and α = 22.5° into Equations 11 and 12. This gives the values I’H (0°) = 0,
I’V (0°) = 1, I’H (22.5°) = 0.5, I’V (22.5°) = 0.5. Using these values, the code does
calculate the degree of polarization as 100%, so the error is experimental, and not in the
code. There may be some error found in the method of measuring intensity. Summing the
pixel values in a region around the brightest pixel would be more accurate than taking the
maximum pixel value. However, this would be even less of an issue with stars. The spots
from the pinhole were still quite large, but stars should take up fewer pixels. Another
possibility is that the polarizing filter is not perfect. If this were the case, there would be
two spots in every image. While this did not appear to be the case, there was some
background noise in all the images, and a very dim spot could be indistinguishable from
background noise. The images taken at 40° and 50° both had very dim spots, which were
only distinguishable from background noise because they fell in the same region relative
to the bright spot in the image as all the images with easily distinguishable spots. It is
likely that the error arises from the large spot size.
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FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

The next steps to take with the polarimeter would be to measure stellar
polarization. Between the unexpected challenges in getting the lenses and adapters set up,
and poor weather conditions after those issues had been ironed out, this project was
unable to measure the polarization of any celestial objects.
To continue the project, the first objects that should be targeted are stars with
known negligible polarization. The polarimeter should measure zero polarization from
these stars, so any polarization it does measure needs to be accounted for. This
polarization could be atmospheric or instrumental. Atmospheric polarization would
change night to night but stay relatively low and constant. It is due to light scattering in
the Earth’s atmosphere, and it cannot be avoided. At least one measurement of a star with
negligible polarization should be each night that the polarimeter is being used to account
for atmospheric polarization. Instrumental polarization would be constant from night to
night. It is due to light being polarized in the telescope and polarizer. Like atmospheric
polarization, it should be small. Nonetheless, it should be accounted for mathematically,
as fully eliminating it from the instrument would be difficult.
Once atmospheric and instrumental polarization can be accounted for, the next
targets should be stars with well-known polarizations, standard polarized stars. Hsu [6]
has compiled a list of these stars. Measuring these stars will check the accuracy and
precision of the polarimeter. Like the stars with negligible polarization, the degree of
polarization is known, so the polarimeter needs to be able to measure that value. The
control tests indicate that the polarimeter does behave as expected, so it seems unlikely
that these stars should present any problems. Nonetheless, it is good to check.
23

Finally, the polarimeter can be pointed at less known celestial objects. While
initial targets would still include stars that have had their degrees of polarization
measured before, they are not well known enough to be considered standard. For
example, stars in this category may exhibit unknown variability. To measure variability,
data would need to be collected over an extended period of time. Stars compiled by
Kruszewski [7] and Serkowski [8] may fall into this category, or the previous category.
This category also includes non-stellar objects, such as galaxies or nebulae [9]. These
objects may appear dimmer than stars but would likely have a greater area. This greater
area would need to be accounted for, as the larger area of the pinhole spot is the most
likely cause of error in the tests. Accurately measuring the degree of polarization of a
galaxy or nebula would be a significant achievement for the small polarimeter. The
polarimeter could also be turned towards stars with completely unknown polarizations,
though finding or making a list of such stars that are still bright enough to measure would
present a challenge of its own.
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CONCLUSION

Overall, the polarimeter shows promise. The design is small and unobtrusive, and
though there were complications connecting it, it can fit on a telescope. The first test
indicated that the polarimeter appeared to work as intended and that the incandescent
bulb used in the test set up could easily oversaturate the camera. Hence, a second test was
developed. The exposure of the camera was lowered so that the intensity of pixels could
be accurately measured. The second test also included more images over a range of
orientations of the half wave plate so that the polarimeter response could be seen
qualitatively as well as quantitatively. Over the range of angles, the polarimeter showed
the expected sinusoidal response. The degree of polarization was calculated to be 87%.
This should have been 100%, but the large spot size of the pinhole lit by the incandescent
bulb introduces error that a star is not expected to have.
This project did not get the opportunity to test the polarimeter with a telescope to
image stars. However, the polarimeter could easily be utilized by another project in the
future. As a physical instrument, it can outlive this project. While there could still be
problems that arise when imaging stars, all the troubleshooting with the lenses and
connection adapters should be complete. Given a clear night, the polarimeter should be
ready to use.
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APPENDIX: CODE
%%Kelvy Zucca, University of Maine 2022%%
%%Honors Thesis in Physics%%
%%"Design, Construction, and Investigation of a Small Polarimeter"%%
%%Polarization Calculation Code%%
%%The following code reads measured intensities from a .txt file,%%
%%calculates the degree of polarization of each star in the list,%%
%%and writes the star ID and polarization to a new file%%
%%expects .txt file to have the following five columns:%%
%%HD, I_(H,0), I_(V,0), I_(H,22.5), I_(V,22.5)%%
loc = "intensities.txt";

%location of file

fileID = fopen(loc);
formatSpec = '%f';
Columns = 5;

%number of columns

of data
intdata = fscanf(fileID,formatSpec,[Columns Inf]);

%scan # of columns

into as many rows as needed
intdata = intdata';

%scanned columns

into rows; transpose
Rows = size(intdata,1);

%find # of rows

HD = intdata(:,1);

%create matrix of just HD

calc = zeros(Rows,Columns-1);

%initialize calculation array

for n = 2:Columns

%create matrix of just intensities
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calc(:,n-1) = intdata(:,(n));
end
pol = zeros(Rows,1);

%initialize polarization array

for n = 1:Rows

%calculate polarization using

function
pol(n)=polcalc(calc(n,1),calc(n,2),calc(n,3),calc(n,4));
end
poldata= [HD pol];

%put HD and degree of polarization in new matrix

dlmwrite('polarization.txt',poldata)

%write that to new .txt file

function [p] = polcalc(IH0,IV0,IH225,IV225)
%calculate polarization from I_(H,0), I_(V,0), I_(H,22.5), I_(V,22.5)
Q = (IH0-IV0);

%calculate Q

U = (IH225-IV225);

%calculate U

I0 = (IH0+IV0);

%calculate I at 0 degrees

I225 = (IH225+IV225);

%calculate I at 22.5 degrees

I = .5*(I0+I225);

%average I values

q = Q/I;

%calculate normalized q

u = U/I;

%calculate normalized u

p = sqrt(q^2 + u^2);

%calculate degree of polarization
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